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Science Fiction & Fantasy:  

 

Admiral by Sean Danker: FIRST IN A NEW MILITARY SCIENCE FICTION SERIES 

 

“I was on a dead ship on an unknown planet with three trainees freshly graduated into the Imperial Service. I tried 

to look on the bright side.”  

  

He is the last to wake. The label on his sleeper pad identifies him as an admiral of the Evagardian Empire—a 

surprise as much to him as to the three recent recruits now under his command. He wears no uniform, and he is 

ignorant of military protocol, but the ship’s records confirm he is their superior officer. 

  

Whether he is an Evagardian admiral or a spy will be of little consequence if the crew members all end up dead. 

They are marooned on a strange world, their ship’s systems are failing one by one—and they are not alone. 

 

Blood King by Gail Z. Martin: The second installment of the Chronicles of the Necromancer. Having escaped being 

murdered by his evil brother, Jared, Tris must take control of his magical abilities to summon the dead, and gather 

an army big enough to claim back the throne of his dead father. But it isn't merely Jared that Tris must combat. 

The dark mage, Foor Arontala, has schemes to raise the Obsidian King... 

 

Bright Blaze of Magic by Jennifer Estep: "The characters are as fantastic as Estep fans have come to expect." – RT 

Book Reviews 

 

Bad Things Always Come In Threes… 

 

As a thief, I'm good at three things: hiding in the shadows, getting in and out unseen, and uncovering secrets. I put 

these skills to work for the Sinclair Family, one of the magical mobs that run the tourist town of Cloudburst Falls.  

 

Everyone knows Victor Draconi wants to take over all the other Families--and kill every last Sinclair. What they 

don't know is that I'm on to him, and no way will I let the man who murdered my mom get away with hurting all 

the other people I care about. Especially when I've got places to break into, stuff to steal, and Devon Sinclair 

fighting right by my side…  

 

"An adventurous ride you will never want to get off." --#1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. 

Armentrout on Cold Burn of Magic 

 

Central Station by Lavie Tidhar: A worldwide diaspora has left a quarter of a million people at the foot of a space 

station. Cultures collide in real life and virtual reality. The city is literally a weed, its growth left unchecked. Life is 

cheap, and data is cheaper. 
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When Boris Chong returns to Tel Aviv from Mars, much has changed. Boris’s ex-lover is raising a strangely familiar 

child who can tap into the datastream of a mind with the touch of a finger. His cousin is infatuated with a 

robotnik—a damaged cyborg soldier who might as well be begging for parts. His father is terminally-ill with a 

multigenerational mind-plague. And a hunted data-vampire has followed Boris to where she is forbidden to return. 

 

Rising above them is Central Station, the interplanetary hub between all things: the constantly shifting Tel Aviv; a 

powerful virtual arena, and the space colonies where humanity has gone to escape the ravages of poverty and war. 

Everything is connected by the Others, powerful alien entities who, through the Conversation—a shifting, flowing 

stream of consciousness—are just the beginning of irrevocable change. 

 

At Central Station, humans and machines continue to adapt, thrive...and even evolve. 

 

City of Mirrors by Justin Cronin: #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A thrilling finale to a trilogy that will stand as 

one of the great achievements in American fantasy fiction.”—Stephen King 

 

You followed The Passage. You faced The Twelve. Now enter The City of Mirrors for the final reckoning. As the 

bestselling epic races to its breathtaking finale, Justin Cronin’s band of hardened survivors await the second 

coming of unspeakable darkness. 

 

The world we knew is gone. What world will rise in its place? 

 

The Twelve have been destroyed and the terrifying hundred-year reign of darkness that descended upon the world 

has ended. The survivors are stepping outside their walls, determined to build society anew—and daring to dream 

of a hopeful future. 

 

But far from them, in a dead metropolis, he waits: Zero. The First. Father of the Twelve. The anguish that shattered 

his human life haunts him, and the hatred spawned by his transformation burns bright. His fury will be quenched 

only when he destroys Amy—humanity’s only hope, the Girl from Nowhere who grew up to rise against him. 

 

One last time light and dark will clash, and at last Amy and her friends will know their fate. 

 

City of the Lost by Kelley Armstrong: Casey Duncan is a homicide detective with a secret: when she was in college, 

she killed a man. She was never caught, but he was the grandson of a mobster and she knows that someday this 

crime will catch up to her. Casey's best friend, Diana, is on the run from a violent, abusive ex-husband. When 

Diana's husband finds her, and Casey herself is attacked shortly after, Casey knows it's time for the two of them to 

disappear again. 

 

Diana has heard of a town made for people like her, a town that takes in people on the run who want to shed their 

old lives. You must apply to live in Rockton and if you're accepted, it means walking away entirely from your old 

life, and living off the grid in the wilds of Canada: no cell phones, no Internet, no mail, no computers, very little 

electricity, and no way of getting in or out without the town council's approval. As a murderer, Casey isn't a good 

candidate, but she has something they want: She's a homicide detective, and Rockton has just had its first real 

murder. She and Diana are in. However, soon after arriving, Casey realizes that the identity of a murderer isn't the 

only secret Rockton is hiding―in fact, she starts to wonder if she and Diana might be in even more danger in 
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Rockton than they were in their old lives. 

 

An edgy, gripping crime novel from bestselling urban fantasy writer Kelley Armstrong, City of the Lost boldly 

announces a major new player in the crime fiction world. 

 

Company Town by Madeline Ash: New Arcadia is a city-sized oil rig off the coast of the Canadian Maritimes, now 

owned by one very wealthy, powerful, byzantine family: Lynch Ltd. 

 

Hwa is of the few people in her community (which constitutes the whole rig) to forgo bio-engineered 

enhancements. As such, she's the last truly organic person left on the rig--making her doubly an outsider, as well as 

a neglected daughter and bodyguard extraordinaire. Still, her expertise in the arts of self-defense and her record as 

a fighter mean that her services are yet in high demand. When the youngest Lynch needs training and protection, 

the family turns to Hwa. But can even she protect against increasingly intense death threats seemingly coming 

from another timeline? 

 

Meanwhile, a series of interconnected murders threatens the city's stability and heightens the unease of a rig 

turning over. All signs point to a nearly invisible serial killer, but all of the murders seem to lead right back to Hwa's 

front door. Company Town has never been the safest place to be--but now, the danger is personal. 

 

A brilliant, twisted mystery, as one woman must evaluate saving the people of a town that can't be saved, or 

saving herself. 

 

Crystal Kingdom by Amanda Hocking: Cast out by her kingdom and far from home, she's the Kanin people's only 

hope. 

 

Bryn Aven-unjustly charged with murder and treason-is on the run. The one person who can help is her greatest 

enemy, the gorgeous and enigmatic Konstantin Black. Konstantin is her only ally against those who have taken over 

her kingdom and threaten to destroy everything she holds dear. But can she trust him? 

 

As Bryn fights to clear her name, the Kanin rulers' darkest secrets are coming to light... and now the entire troll 

world is on the brink of war. Will it tear Bryn from Ridley Dresden, the only guy she's ever loved? And can she join 

forces with Finn Holms and the Trylle kingdom? Nothing is as it seems, but one thing is certain: an epic battle is 

underway-and when it's complete, nothing will ever be the same... 

 

Dancer's Lament: Path to Ascendancy Book 1 by Ian Esslemont: Esslemont's all-new prequel trilogy takes readers 

deeper into the politics and intrigue of the New York Times bestselling Malazan Empire. Dancer's Lament focuses 

on the genesis of the empire, and features Dancer, the skilled assassin, who, alongside the mage Kellanved, would 

found the Malazan empire. 

 

Dark Haven by Gail Z. Martin: Three months have past since King Martris "Tris" Drayke defeated his brother, Jared 

the Usurper, and his ally Blood Mage Arontala (see THE BLOOD KING). Winning a war seems easy to Tris in 

retrospect. Now he must move on and rule a devastated kingdom. Apprehension remains high as some forces loyal 

to the Usurper continue to fight with enemy Lord Curane and his troops trapped at Lochlanimar and rumors spread 

that to the south a child has a legitimate claim to the throne. With all that Tris must find a way to feed and shelter 
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his displaced refugee population especially with winter coming to freeze the lands to the north. Meanwhile Tris 

also prepares for his wedding ceremony with Princess Kiara.  

 

He appoints his protector best friend Jonmarc Vahanian to take over as Lord of Dark Haven, a key estate to the 

north. Finally as the lord of their realm Margolan, Jonmarc negotiates with the Blood Council of vampires the 

Vayash Moru at a time when some of the vampires believe the mortals are unworthy of ruling especially since the 

Flow of magic The Flow is unbalanced, which means the blood magic of vampires is stronger than the light magic 

of the SUMMONER.  

 

This is a super third tale that fans of the Necromancer fantasy saga will enjoy. Tris and Jonmarc learn how complex 

it is to change from rebel to ruler as they struggle to insure the kingdom's subjects don't starve to death or are 

further victims of war. Although well written, DARK HAVEN is a middle book that sets up the next entry as no major 

plot line is completed. Still exciting and well written, Gail Z. Martin provides a deep tale that makes the case that 

John Milton's "Better to rule in Hell than to serve in Heaven" omits how much more difficult to rule is than to 

serve. Harriet Klausner, Barnes & Noble review.  

 

Forge of Darkness by Steven Erikson: Steven Erikson entered the pantheon of great fantasy writers with his debut 

Gardens of the Moon. Now Erikson returns with a trilogy that takes place millennia before the events of the 

Malazan Book of the Fallen. The Forge of Darkness introduces readers to Kurald Galain, the warren of Darkness, 

and tells an epic tale of a realm whose fate plays a crucial role in shaping the world of the Malazan Empire. 

 

It's a conflicted time in Kurald Galain, the realm of Darkness, where Mother Dark reigns. But this ancient land was 

once home to many a power… and even death is not quite eternal. The commoners' great hero, Vatha Urusander, 

is being promoted by his followers to take Mother Dark's hand in marriage, but her Consort, Lord Draconus, stands 

in the way of such ambitions. The impending clash sends fissures throughout the realm, and as the rumors of civil 

war burn through the masses, an ancient power emerges from the long dead seas. Caught in the middle of it all are 

the First Sons of Darkness, Anomander, Andarist, and Silchas Ruin of the Purake Hold. 

 

Steven Erikson brings to life this ancient and important tale set in the world he introduced in the Malazan Book of 

the Fallen. 

 

Glittering Court by Richelle Mead: For a select group of girls, the Glittering Court offers a shot at a life they’ve only 

ever dreamed of, one of luxury, glamour, and leisure. To high-born Adelaide, whose wealthy family is forcing her 

into a loveless marriage, the Glittering Court represents something else: the chance to chart her own destiny, and 

adventure in an unspoiled, prosperous new land across the sea. 

  

After a chance meeting with the dazzling Cedric Thorn, Adelaide poses as a servant to join the crop of 

impoverished girls he promises to transform into proper ladies. But her familiarity with upper class life comes with 

a price: she must hide her identity from her new friends, mysterious refugee Mira and fiery former laundress 

Tamsin, and most importantly, from Cedric himself—even though she’s falling in love with him.  

  

Everything begins to crumble when Cedric discovers Adelaide’s ruse, and she catches the eye of a powerful young 

governor, who wants her for a wife. She didn’t leave the gilded cage of her old life behind just to become someone 

else's property. But nothing is as daunting—or as wonderful—as the potent, forbidden attraction simmering 
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between Adelaide and Cedric. One that, if acted on, would make them both outcasts in a wild, dangerous, 

uncharted world, and possibly lead them to their deaths. 

 

Isle of the Lost: A Descendants Novel by Melissa de La Cruz: The sequel to the #1 New York Times best seller The 

Isle of the Lost 

 

Mal's an expert at intimidating her enemies, but she's broken the habit since leaving her villainous roots behind. So 

when she and her friends Evie, Carlos, and Jay all receive threatening messages demanding they return home, Mal 

can't believe it. Sure, she's King Ben's girlfriend now, and she's usually nice to her classmates, but she still didn't 

think anyone would be silly enough to try to push her around. 

 

The thing is, it kind of worked. Especially since she and her friends have a sneaking suspicion that their villainous 

parents are behind the messages. And when Evie looks into her Magic Mirror, what she sees only confirms their 

fears. Maleficent's just a tiny lizard after her run-in with Mal at Ben's Coronation, but she's the worst villain in the 

land for a reason. Could she have found a way to escape? Whatever's going on, Mal, Evie, Carlos, and Jay know 

they have to sneak back to the Isle and get to the bottom of it.  

 

Without its infamous leader, the island's even worse than when they left it, but the comforts of home-even a 

home as gloomy as the Isle of the Lost-can be hard to resist for recently reformed villains. Will the kids be able to 

beat the evil bubbling at the Isle's wicked core, or will the plot to destroy Auradon succeed? 

Last Star: The Final Book of the 5th Wave by Rick Yancey 

 

Mandibles: A Family, 2029-2047 by Lionel Shriver: With dry wit and psychological acuity, this near-future novel 

explores the aftershocks of an economically devastating U.S. sovereign debt default on four generations of a once-

prosperous American family. Down-to-earth and perfectly realistic in scale, this is not an over-the-top Blade 

Runner tale. It is not science fiction. 

 

In 2029, the United States is engaged in a bloodless world war that will wipe out the savings of millions of 

American families. Overnight, on the international currency exchange, the “almighty dollar” plummets in value, to 

be replaced by a new global currency, the “bancor.” In retaliation, the president declares that America will default 

on its loans. “Deadbeat Nation” being unable to borrow, the government prints money to cover its bills. What little 

remains to savers is rapidly eaten away by runaway inflation. 

 

The Mandibles have been counting on a sizable fortune filtering down when their ninety-seven-year-old patriarch 

dies. Once the inheritance turns to ash, each family member must contend with disappointment, but also—as the 

U.S. economy spirals into dysfunction—the challenge of sheer survival. 

 

Recently affluent, Avery is petulant that she can’t buy olive oil, while her sister, Florence, absorbs strays into her 

cramped household. An expat author, their aunt, Nollie, returns from abroad at seventy-three to a country that’s 

unrecognizable. Her brother, Carter, fumes at caring for their demented stepmother, now that an assisted living 

facility isn’t affordable. Only Florence’s oddball teenage son, Willing, an economics autodidact, will save this 

formerly august American family from the streets. 
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The Mandibles is about money. Thus it is necessarily about bitterness, rivalry, and selfishness—but also about 

surreal generosity, sacrifice, and transformative adaptation to changing circumstances. 

 

Mermaid's Secret by Katie Schickel: From Katie Schickel, one of Booklist's Top 10 Women's Fiction of 2015, comes 

The Mermaid's Secret, an original, fresh, and absolutely captivating beach read. 

 

Life on land is suffocating for Jess Creary, who wastes her summers flipping burgers for tourists on a fishing boat 

off her quaint resort island home off the coast of Maine. After all, her older sister Kay died in a boating accident 

two years ago, her mother has disappeared, and her father isn't exactly dealing with things so well. Surfing and the 

handsome Captain Matthew are about the only bright spots in her life. 

 

Then, on her twenty-third birthday, Jess catches the perfect wave--a wave that transforms her into a mermaid. 

Under the sea, a startlingly beautiful, dark place, Jess is reborn into a confident, powerful predator with 

superhuman strength --finally she is someone to be reckoned with. Meanwhile, back on land, Jess's relationship 

with Captain Matthew heats up, and so does her search for justice for Kay. 

 

Jess has thirty days to choose between land and sea; legs and fins; her humanity and her freedom. Who could 

ignore the freedom of the sea? Yet, the ocean is a dark, wild, lonely place. Is this a gift or a curse? Will Jess choose 

family and love, forgiveness and truth, or will she be seduced by the wild call of the sparkling sea forever? 

 

Midnight Queen by Sylvia Hunter: In the hallowed halls of Oxford’s Merlin College, the most talented—and 

highest born—sons of the Kingdom of Britain are taught the intricacies of magickal theory. But what dazzles can 

also destroy, as Gray Marshall is about to discover… 

  

Gray’s deep talent for magick has won him a place at Merlin College. But when he accompanies four fellow 

students on a mysterious midnight errand that ends in disaster and death, he is sent away in disgrace—and 

without a trace of his power. He must spend the summer under the watchful eye of his domineering professor, 

Appius Callender, working in the gardens of Callender’s country estate and hoping to recover his abilities. And it is 

there, toiling away on a summer afternoon, that he meets the professor’s daughter. 

  

Even though she has no talent of her own, Sophie Callender longs to be educated in the lore of magick. Her father 

has kept her isolated at the estate and forbidden her interest; everyone knows that teaching arcane magickal 

theory to women is the height of impropriety. But against her father’s wishes, Sophie has studied his ancient 

volumes on the subject. And in the tall, stammering, yet oddly charming Gray, she finally finds someone who 

encourages her interest and awakens new ideas and feelings. 

  

Sophie and Gray’s meeting touches off a series of events that begins to unravel secrets about each of them. And 

after the king’s closest advisor pays the professor a closed-door visit, they begin to wonder if what Gray witnessed 

in Oxford might be even more sinister than it seemed. They are determined to find out, no matter the cost… 

 

Night Shift by Charlaine Harris: At Midnight’s local pawnshop, weapons are flying off the shelves—only to be used 

in sudden and dramatic suicides right at the main crossroads in town.  

  

Who better to figure out why blood is being spilled than the vampire Lemuel, who, while translating mysterious 
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texts, discovers what makes Midnight the town it is. There’s a reason why witches and werewolves, killers and 

psychics, have been drawn to this place.  

  

And now they must come together to stop the bloodshed in the heart of Midnight. For if all hell breaks loose—

which just might happen—it will put the secretive town on the map, where no one wants it to be... 

 

Red Queen by Victoria Aveyard: Victoria Aveyard’s internationally beloved #1 New York Times bestseller is now in 

paperback! 

 

Mare Barrow’s world is divided by blood—those with common, Red blood serve the Silver-blooded elite, who are 

gifted with superhuman abilities. Mare is a Red, scraping by as a thief in a poor, rural village, until a twist of fate 

throws her in front of the Silver court. There, before the king, princes, and all the nobles, she discovers she has an 

ability of her own. 

 

To cover up this impossibility, the king forces her to play the role of a lost Silver princess, and betroths her to one 

of his own sons. As Mare is drawn further into the Silver world, she risks everything and uses her new position to 

help the Scarlet Guard—a growing Red rebellion—even as her heart tugs her in an impossible direction. One wrong 

move can lead to her death, but in the dangerous game she plays the only certainty is betrayal. 

 

This sweeping story of palace intrigue, class hierarchy, and deception will keep readers hurtling along, desperate to 

find out Mare’s fate. Her honesty and determination, quick wit, and no-holds-barred attitude will surely make 

readers fall in love with her. 

 

Shadow and Flame (Ascendant Kingdoms Saga Series, Book 4) by Gail Z. Martin: Blaine McFadden and his allies 

have brought magic back under mortal command and begun to restore order to the beleaguered kingdom of 

Donderath. Now, new perils and old enemies gather for a final reckoning. Foreign invaders, a legendary dark mage 

and vengeful immortals fight Blaine's battered forces for control of the continent, and Blaine's weary army is the 

only thing standing between a kingdom struggling to rise from the ashes and a descent into fury and darkness. 

 

Shadowed Path: A Jonmarc Vanhanian Collection by Gail Z. Martin: These are the untold tales of Jonmarc 

Vahanian, hero of Gail Z. Martin’s best-selling Chronicles of the Necromancer series. 

 

Jonmarc Vahanian was just a blacksmith’s son in a small fishing village before raiders killed his family. Wounded 

and left for dead in the attack, Jonmarc tries to rebuild his life. But when a dangerous bargain with a shadowy 

stranger goes wrong, Jonmarc finds himself on the run, with nothing ahead but vengeance, and nothing behind 

him but blood. 

 

Soldier. Fight slave. Smuggler. Warrior. Brigand lord.  If you’ve met Jonmarc Vahanian in the Chronicles of the 

Necromancer and Fallen Kings Cycle books, you don’t really know him until you walk in his footsteps. This is the 

first segment of his journey. 

 

Spells of Blood and Kin: A Dark Fantasy by Claire Humphrey: Where we love, we ruin… 
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Some families hand down wealth through generations; some hand down wisdom. Some families, whether they 

want to or not, hand down the secret burdens they carry and the dangerous debts they owe. 

 

Lissa Nevsky's grandmother leaves her a big, empty house, and a legacy of magic: folk magic, old magic, brought 

with Baba when she fled the Gulag. In the wake of her passing, the Russian community of Toronto will depend on 

Lissa now, to give them their remedies and be their koldun'ia. But Lissa hasn't had time to learn everything Baba 

wanted to teach her―let alone the things Baba kept hidden. 

 

Maksim Volkov's birth family is long dead, anything they bestowed on him long turned to dust. What Maksim 

carries now is a legacy of violence, and he does not have to die to pass it on. When Maksim feels his protective 

spell fail, he returns to the witch he rescued from the Gulag, only to find his spell has died along with the one who 

cast it. Without the spell, it is only a matter of time before Maksim's violent nature slips its leash and he infects 

someone else―if he hasn't done so already. 

 

Nick Kaisaris is just a normal dude who likes to party. He doesn't worry about family drama. He doesn't have any 

secrets. All he wants is for things to stay like they are right now, tonight: Nick and his best buddy Jonathan, out on 

the town. Only Nick is on a collision course with Maksim Volkov, and what he takes away from this night is going to 

crack open Nick's nature until all of his worst self comes to light. 

 

Lissa's legacy of magic might hold the key to Maksim's salvation, if she can unravel it in time. But it's a legacy that 

comes at a price. And Maksim might not want to be saved… 

 

Star-Touched Queen by Roshani Chokshi: Fate and fortune. Power and passion. What does it take to be the queen 

of a kingdom when you're only seventeen? 

 

Maya is cursed. With a horoscope that promises a marriage of Death and Destruction, she has earned only the 

scorn and fear of her father's kingdom. Content to follow more scholarly pursuits, her whole world is torn apart 

when her father, the Raja, arranges a wedding of political convenience to quell outside rebellions. Soon Maya 

becomes the queen of Akaran and wife of Amar. Neither roles are what she expected: As Akaran's queen, she finds 

her voice and power. As Amar's wife, she finds something else entirely: Compassion. Protection. Desire... 

 

But Akaran has its own secrets -- thousands of locked doors, gardens of glass, and a tree that bears memories 

instead of fruit. Soon, Maya suspects her life is in danger. Yet who, besides her husband, can she trust? With the 

fate of the human and Otherworldly realms hanging in the balance, Maya must unravel an ancient mystery that 

spans reincarnated lives to save those she loves the most. . .including herself. 

 

A lush and vivid story that is steeped in Indian folklore and mythology. The Star-touched Queen is a novel that no 

reader will soon forget. 

 

Summer Dragon: First Book of the Evertide by Todd Lockwood: The debut novel from the acclaimed illustrator--a 

high fantasy adventure featuring dragons and deadly politics. 

 

Maia and her family raise dragons for the political war machine. As she comes of age, she hopes for a dragon of 

her own to add to the stable of breeding parents. But the war goes badly, and the needs of the Dragonry dash her 
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hopes. Her peaceful life is shattered when the Summer Dragon—one of the rare and mythical High Dragons—

makes an appearance in her quiet valley. The Summer Dragon is an omen of change, but no one knows for certain 

what kind of change he augurs. Political factions vie to control the implied message, each to further their own 

agendas. 

 

And so Maia is swept into an adventure that pits her against the deathless Horrors—thralls of the enemy—and a 

faceless creature drawn from her fears. In her fight to preserve everything she knows and loves, she uncovers 

secrets that challenge her understanding of her world and of herself. 

 

Wheel of Osheim by Mark Lawrence: From the international bestselling author of the Broken Empire Trilogy, the 

thrilling conclusion to the Red Queen’s War... 

  

Mark Lawrence’s “epic fantasy” (The Washington Post) continues as a reluctant prince returns from the bowels of 

Hell to engage in his greatest battle yet—among the living and the dead.  

  

All the horrors of Hell stand between Snorri Ver Snagason and the rescue of his family, if indeed the dead can be 

rescued. For Jalan Kendeth, getting back out alive and with Loki’s key is all that matters. Loki’s creation can open 

any lock, any door, and it may also be the key to Jalan’s fortune back in the living world. 

  

Jalan plans to return to the three w’s that have been the core of his idle and debauched life: wine, women, and 

wagering. Fate however has other plans, larger plans. The Wheel of Osheim is turning ever faster, and it will crack 

the world unless it’s stopped. When the end of all things looms, and there’s nowhere to run, even the worst 

coward must find new answers. Jalan and Snorri face many dangers, from the corpse hordes of the Dead King to 

the many mirrors of the Lady Blue, but in the end, fast or slow, the Wheel of Osheim always pulls you back. In the 

end it’s win or die. 

 


